Consumer Health Complete

This page enables you to browse all of the available support documentation related to Consumer Health Complete.

*Consumer Health Complete* (CHC) is EBSCO's interface designed for the everyday consumer of health care information. *CHC* provides convenient access to easily understandable health and medical information. Consumers can search and browse within medical encyclopedias, popular reference books, and magazine articles.

- **Consumer Health Complete - User Guide**

  This user guide covers the features and functionality of the Consumer Health Complete interface.

  - Consumer Health Complete - Advanced Search - Guided Style Find Fields
  - Consumer Health Complete - Advanced Search - Single Find Field
  - Consumer Health Complete - Browse Popular Sources
  - Consumer Health Complete - Browsing Publications
  - Consumer Health Complete - Facets
  - Consumer Health Complete - Medical Dictionary Search
  - Consumer Health Complete - Quick Find
  - Consumer Health Complete - Reading an Article
  - Consumer Health Complete - Result List
  - Consumer Health Complete - Search by Topic
  - Consumer Health Complete - Searching from the Home Page
  - Salud en Español - Hoja de ayuda de búsqueda avanzada búsqueda guiada
  - Salud en Español - Hoja de ayuda de búsqueda avanzada búsqueda simple en el campo Buscar
  - Salud en Español - Hoja de ayuda de la página de inicio búsqueda básica

  See all »

- **Consumer Health Complete - Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs)**
This guide features the available Frequently Asked Questions related to the Consumer Health Complete interface.

- Consumer Health Complete Videos - Frequently Asked Questions
- How can I set up a URL to link directly into Consumer Health Complete?
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- **Consumer Health Complete - Training & Promotion**

This guide features the available training and promotion items for the Consumer Health Complete Interface, including a CHC tutorial.

- Consumer Heath Complete - Tutorial
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